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between the eyes and ears shall respectively measure four
fingers (14).    The  ears  shall be  two  fingers in thickness-
and the cavity of  the  ears shall be placed in the extension
of the line joining the tips of the eye-brows (15),    An ear,
not  pierced  through  by any ornament,  shall  measure six
fingers, while one  not  similarly treated, shall measure four
fingers like the chin, for  which  the  same rule  is  to  he
observed (16); and after that, finish the outer ear or the open-
ing of the external auditory passage,  together with its mem-
branes and appendages*    The   whole  lower  lip  shall   not
take  more space than  two  fingers,  and  half as much shall
be left for the upper one (17).   The breadth  of the  eye
shall be half  a finger, while  that  of the  opening  of the
face may extend  up to   the  four,  the  thickness  in  relief
being one finger and a half in both the cases, provided that
the mouth  is  curved shut, which m the opposite case must
be made three fingers wide (i&).    Th* height of the nose will
be one finger at its root, and shall terminate at the tip, in the
form of a Karavir flower, its sanctioned  height at  the part
being two fingers only (19).   The space intervening between
the two  eyes  will  be  four fingers, while the corners of the
eyes shall be two fingers, and the space between  them shall
measure  two (20).    The   corner  shall be  one-third  of the
eye, and the iris will have a length of the fifth part thereof
(21).   The expanse or space, taken by the whole organ, shall
be three fingers in length,   and the whole cavity of the eye
shall measure half a finger in width, over which the two eye-
brows shall be placed eqttal to each other and commensurate
with the length of the aforesaid cavity (22).   A '.space, two
fingers wide, shall be left between the starting points of the
two eye-brows, which will be four fingers in length, and the
measure round the bead will be thirty six fingers 1(23),   The
bead measure of an image of Kesava, or other manifestations
of the God Vishnu shall be thirty-two fingers, and the bead
measure of an those who are/ short necked, shall increase

